
Real-time integration between life sciences manufacturers and 3PLs is critical to on-

time, in-full order fulfillment. But many manufacturers are lacking the integration needed

to improve visibility into order fulfillment, inventory levels, and more. MINT for Logistics,

which leverages the proven TraceLink network to enable cost-effective, real-time
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integration between manufacturers and all of their 3PLs, is the answer.

Watch the video clip above from our on-demand webinar, Ship On Time: Get Real-Time

Inventory Visibility from All Your 3PLs," to learn more!

You'll hear about a large branded pharmaceutical manufacturer that ships to more than

4,000 locations using more than 30 third-party logistics providers (3PLs). Struggling to

gain real-time visibility into customer order fulfillment status, the manufacturer needed

to integrate with its customers' ERPs as well as with its 3PLs' systems so it could:

Coordinate customer order fulfillment.

Achieve real-time visibility into inventory levels and inbound product at all 3PL

warehouses.

Improve available-to-promise (ATP) inventory levels.

The solution? MINT for Logistics, which enables real-time integration and accurate,

timely, and fully interoperable information exchange for warehouse shipping orders,

warehouse shipping advice, advance ship notices (ASNs), stock transfer shipping

advice, receiving advice, and much more.

You'll also hear about a global biopharma manufacturer that sells products in 170

countries through 79 affiliate locations, reaching more than 34,000 unique customer

ship-to locations. Challenged by their scale and complexity and a host of semi-manual

processes, the manufacturer turned to MINT to enable the interoperable exchange of
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POs, warehouse shipping orders and shipping advice, ASNs, warehouse stock transfer

shipping advice, and receiving advice.

Ready to learn more about how MINT for Logistics enables real-time inventory visibility

through integration with 100% of your 3PLs? Fill out the form on this page to watch the

entire webinar on demand.
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Ship On Time: Get Real-Time Inventory Visibility from All Your 3PLs!

Fill out the form to watch the complete webinar on demand.
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